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Assembling the Assembling the 
Ingredients for a Jet:Ingredients for a Jet:

How do largeHow do large--scale scale 
magnetic fields get there magnetic fields get there 
and what happens when and what happens when 

it does?it does?



Observations of JetsObservations of Jets
(a very concise summary)(a very concise summary)

Mirabel & Rodríguez (2002)

Mirabel & Rodríguez (1994)

~ 6,000 AU
There are a There are a 
lot of them.lot of them.



Theoretical Models of JetsTheoretical Models of Jets
(a very concise summary)(a very concise summary)

Require largeRequire large--
scale magnetic scale magnetic 

fields.fields.
(e.g., Lovelace 1976; (e.g., Lovelace 1976; Blandford Blandford 1976; 1976; Blandford Blandford & & Znajek Znajek 1977; 1977; 

Blandford Blandford & Payne 1982)& Payne 1982)



Advection and Advection and 
compression of a compression of a 

weak field leads to weak field leads to 
a strong field in a strong field in 
the inner disk.the inner disk.
Lovelace 1976Lovelace 1976

The picture you might The picture you might 
have in your headhave in your head

(dates from the 1970(dates from the 1970’’s)s)



•• Turbulence responsible for Turbulence responsible for 
accretion also leads to enhanced accretion also leads to enhanced 
reconnection (field diffusivity)reconnection (field diffusivity)

•• A turbulent disk is a poor conductorA turbulent disk is a poor conductor

•• Weak fields cannot Weak fields cannot advect advect inward inward 
in a thin diskin a thin disk

disk

But problems with this But problems with this 
idea were discovered idea were discovered 

in the 1990in the 1990’’ss
e.g., van e.g., van Ballegooijen Ballegooijen 1989; 1989; 
Lubow Lubow et al. 1994; Lovelace et al. 1994; Lovelace 
et al. 1994; et al. 1994; Heyvaerts Heyvaerts et al. et al. 

19961996



Do Numerical Simulations Address This?Do Numerical Simulations Address This?
(e.g. De (e.g. De Villiers Villiers et al. 2003)et al. 2003)

•• Limited geometries studied Limited geometries studied  jet confined to extreme inner disk (black jet confined to extreme inner disk (black 
holehole--specific effects)specific effects)

•• Interestingly, choice of initial field geometry Interestingly, choice of initial field geometry stillstill seems to have a seems to have a 
significant effect on jet properties (McKinney & significant effect on jet properties (McKinney & Gammie Gammie 2004; Beckwith 2004; Beckwith 
et al. 2007)et al. 2007)



How might weak magnetic fields How might weak magnetic fields 
be able to be able to advect advect inward?inward?

•• Could be achieved with a mathematically favorable Could be achieved with a mathematically favorable 
vertical profile of the diffusivity (vertical profile of the diffusivity (Ogilvie Ogilvie & & Livio Livio 2001)2001)

•• Physical model:Physical model: AssumingAssuming the surface layer of the disk the surface layer of the disk 
is is nonturbulent nonturbulent (i.e., highly conducting), it can support (i.e., highly conducting), it can support 
inward field advection (inward field advection (BisnovatyiBisnovatyi--Kogan Kogan & Lovelace & Lovelace 
2007)2007)

•• Our work:Our work: This is likely to occur in physically realistic This is likely to occur in physically realistic 
disks (with disks (with magnetorotational magnetorotational turbulence; MRI)turbulence; MRI)



The Basic IdeaThe Basic Idea
Advection in a Advection in a nonturbulent nonturbulent surface layersurface layer

Accretion 
Velocity

The surface layer can contain The surface layer can contain 
enough current to support the enough current to support the 

largelarge--scale field, even though it scale field, even though it 
only contains a tiny fraction of only contains a tiny fraction of 

the diskthe disk’’s masss mass



Wood

How do we determine if the How do we determine if the 
nonturbulent nonturbulent region region advects advects inward?inward?

Mr. I (a.k.a. 
magnetorotational 

instability)

conductor



Realistic, Turbulent Accretion DisksRealistic, Turbulent Accretion Disks
(with the (with the magnetorotational magnetorotational instability)instability)

•• Key point:Key point: MRI is a weak field MRI is a weak field 
instability (turbulence shuts off at instability (turbulence shuts off at 
a height where the field becomes a height where the field becomes 
strong compared to the gas)strong compared to the gas)

•• Therefore, the field at the base of Therefore, the field at the base of 
the the nonturbulent nonturbulent region is region is alwaysalways
strong enough to affect the gas strong enough to affect the gas 
dynamicsdynamics

•• The field is never The field is never ““too weaktoo weak”” to to 
advect advect inward inward (*)(*)
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Simple geometric condition for Simple geometric condition for 
field advectionfield advection

(based on physical effects discussed above)(based on physical effects discussed above)

•• VerticallyVertically--stratified MRI shearing box simulations of Miller & stratified MRI shearing box simulations of Miller & 
Stone (2000) suggest that this will be easily satisfiedStone (2000) suggest that this will be easily satisfied

•• A seed field penetrating the disk (A seed field penetrating the disk (““dipoledipole--typetype”” field) has field) has 
vertical stress of the correct signvertical stress of the correct sign

(vertical magnetic stress / vertical magnetic energy density)
greater than

(vertical velocity / orbital velocity)



Good things that come from this Good things that come from this 
processprocess

(winds and jets over a wide range of radii in many different com(winds and jets over a wide range of radii in many different compact objects)pact objects)

Igumenshchev, Narayan & Abramowicz 2003



An An ““externalexternal”” field penetrating field penetrating 
the disk (~few percent of the disk (~few percent of 

equipartitionequipartition) may be needed to ) may be needed to 
drive strong enough turbulence drive strong enough turbulence 

to match observationsto match observations
(e.g., (e.g., Pessah Pessah et al. 2007, King et al. 2007, et al. 2007, King et al. 2007, 

Fromang Fromang & & Papaloizou Papaloizou 2007)2007)

More good things that come More good things that come 
from this processfrom this process

This can be This can be 
the the ““externalexternal””

field! field! 



DiskDisk--jet connectionjet connection

(see also Tagger et al. 2004)

~ 20 min

Disk

Signature of Jet Ejection

Observations of GRS 1915+105
(Eikenberry et al. 1998; Rothstein et al. 2005)

advected magnetic field

jet turbulent disk 
timescales































ConclusionsConclusions
•• We predict that a vertical field We predict that a vertical field 

threading an MRIthreading an MRI--unstable disk will unstable disk will 
advect advect inward under general inward under general 
conditions that we derive.conditions that we derive.

•• This process may help explain the This process may help explain the 
origin of disk turbulence.origin of disk turbulence.

•• It also provides a simple mechanism It also provides a simple mechanism 
to generate strong magnetic fields to generate strong magnetic fields 
needed for jets and outflows.needed for jets and outflows.
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